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Get everything you need to adventure in the Forgotten Realms on the exciting Sword Coast, home

to the cities of BaldurÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Gate, Waterdeep, and Neverwinter. Crafted by the scribes at Green

Ronin in conjunction with the Dungeons & Dragons team at Wizards of the Coast, the Sword Coast

AdventurerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Guide provides D&D fans with a wealth of detail on the places, cultures, and

deities of northwestern FaerÃƒÂ»n.  Ã‚Â  The Sword Coast AdventurerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Guide is also a

great way to catch up on recent events in the Forgotten Realms, to get background on locations

featured in the Rage of Demons storyline coming in September, and to learn the lore behind video

games like Neverwinter and Sword Coast Legends.  Ã‚Â  Here are just a few of the features

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find in the Sword Coast AdventurerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Guide: Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â·Ã‚Â Immersive

Adventuring: This campaign sourcebook provides players and Dungeon Masters material for

creating vibrant fantasy stories along the Sword Coast.  Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â·Ã‚Â New Character Options: The

book offers new subclass options, such as the Purple Dragon Knight and the Swashbuckler, for

many of the classes presented in the PlayerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Handbook, as well as new subraces and

backgrounds specific to the Forgotten Realms. Ã‚Â Ã‚Â·Ã‚Â Adventure in the Forgotten Realms:

Discover the current state of the Forgotten Realms and its deities after the Spellplague and the

second Sundering. YouÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll also get updated maps of this area of the

Realms.Ã‚Â·Ã‚Â Compatible with Rage of Demons storyline: Make characters for use with the Out

of the Abyss adventure and fight back the influence of the demon lords in the Underdark below the

Sword Coast.  Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â·Ã‚Â Insider Information: Learn the background behind locations, such as

Luskan and Gracklstugh, featured in the upcoming digital RPG, Sword Coast Legends, from

n-Space. Ã‚Â  With new character backgrounds and class options, players will love the storytelling

possibilities of playing a noble of Waterdeep, an elf bladesinger, or one of the other new options,

while Dungeon Masters will relish a book full of mysterious locations and story hooks to keep

players adventuring on the Sword Coast for years to come. Look for Sword Coast

AdventurerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Guide to be available on November 3.
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I'm going to attempt to explain why this book has gotten great reviews from some and terrible

reviews from others. The answer is simple: some people are buying this book thinking it's something

that it's not. I'll sum it up, then go into more detail.DON'T buy this book if:1) Your campaign is not

set in the realms or if your version of the realms largely ignores the canon in exchange for creative

freedom. The Players' Handbook has enough info for both of these types of DMs, both on the

Realms and on generic or non-realms settings.2) You're doing it just for maps. The maps are each

available to purchase for a couple of bucks from the artists' storefronts, in both printed and digital

form.3) You're looking for an exhaustive campaign setting. This is not a campaign setting. This book

is for both DMs and Players, and includes 5e lore on major cities and settlements, deities, races,

classes, etc, for a huge area. If it were that detailed, this book would need to be several volumes at

minimum.4) You're a player looking for custom classes. The class options are merely new paths for

existing classes, albeit some of them might make the class feel wholly different like the

swashbuckler rogue or bladesinger wizard. Still, they are class options.DO buy this book if:1) You're

running a 5e Forgotten Realms campaign, and want to stay true to the canon for the most part. This

book is pretty good at showing where the realms stand in 5e without getting so detailed it puts a ton

of constraints on your campaign. Still, as I mentioned before, if you like to go totally off canon, a

huge portion of this book will be useless to you.2) Players who are in a 5e Forgotten Realms

campaign, and want to learn the lore without reading hundreds of novels or wiki articles.3) Players

who are in a 5e Forgotten Realms campaign that want to fit their character into the lore so it doesn't

feel generic and out of place.Now if you find yourself among the listed groups who might enjoy this

book and aren't familiar with the Realms, there are several typos on the Neverwinter map. You can

easily find a 4e map of Neverwinter on the internet if you want to see what the places are really

called versus what appears to have been some bad autocorrect changes (Moonstone Mark, Clock

Tower, Bluelake District [errors] vs Moonstone Mask, Cloak Tower, Blacklake District [correct]).If



you're still interested in the book, the book supplies a great deal of knowledge about what is

currently happening in the Realms since the Second Sundering, a time for which there is little

information on wikis and the internet (that will change with time, but currently, this book is great if

you want to know who is the Waterbaron of Yartar, or whether or not a particular deity is alive

again). Wizards of the Coast is rolling back a lot of the unpopular lore changes from 4e, so the 5e

Realms feel a lot like 3/3.5e Realms, albeit over a hundred years later. The sections on race supply

mostly Realms-flavor for your character, which some people feel is useless. I, personally, enjoy this

sort of thing, as not everything needs to be a game mechanic or enhancement. There are more in

depth looks at sun and moon elves for instance, and a list of rarer elf types such as the winged

Avariel. There are also two new races for this supplement, the duergar and the svirfneblin (which

overrides the one in the Elemental Evil pdf). The classes don't all get new paths, but all have a lore

treatment, and the ones that do have been criticized for not being completely new classes. I feel like

the playtesting required for new classes would have delayed this book until next year sometime,

and the lore is something a lot of DMs wanted now. The bladesinger wizard is the standout here,

allowing you to make a melee wizard and there are several new cantrips to go along with it (or the

new warlock option).The book also contains a lot of information on the Realms deities, having lists

of all the deities including the non-human deities like Moradin, Brandobaris, and Correlon Larethian.

Each deity has a short write-up and a picture of its symbol. These are not exhaustive histories of

each deity, but rather the basics and how that deity fits in post-Sundering. The wiki is a good place

to look up older info, or if you have older campaign setting books. There are also many pages

detailing various towns and cities in the extended Sword Coast area (because the Sword Coast

specifically refers to only a portion of what this book covers) as well as the major city-states along

the Sword Coast (Luskan, Neverwinter, Waterdeep, and Baldur's Gate). The book also includes

brief overviews of areas well beyond the borders of the Sword Coast, as most people of the realms

would have heard at least basic info on these more distant lands.Overall, as a reader of the FR

novels who DMs a group set in 5e Forgotten Realms, this book was exactly what I wanted. I've read

a lot of the negative reviews and what they all have in common is the expectation for this book to be

something that it's not and wasn't advertised as, and these people are mostly deducting points for

their own lack of due diligence before buying. Admittedly, I too bought the book blindly, but since I

hadn't played in 20 years since 2e and just having recently started a 5e campaign, I wasn't spoiled

by the dozens of FR sourcebooks for 3e and 4e and expecting this one book to encompass all of

that. If you have all of those books already, you can use this book to show you what has changed

and how that information is relevant to the 5e setting. I give this 4 stars, because the book was



rushed and there are a few minor errors (the only ones I found that might actually affect play is the

name errors on the Neverwinter Map).

This book has taken a lot of heat by reviewers and on the 5th edition boards. It's not as bad as all

that. The problem is, this book is designed for a certain type of player...namely one who is not

familiar much or at all with the Forgotten Realms. First, you will note the title of the book:

ADVENTURER'S GUIDE. Not DM's GUIDE. Not CAMPAIGN SOURCEBOOK. It is not, nor is it

meant to be, either of these thing. It is meant to provide a very broad overview of Faerun and the

Sword Coast region in particular. If you are an experienced player or DM familiar with Faerun,

almost nothing here will be of use to you for the first 50 pages of the book. Sorry, but you don't need

a few paragraphs about each location in the Sword Coast or a few paragraphs about the deities of

Faerun or a section on coinage of the Realms.But a new DM or player needs these things as an

introduction, to allow him or her to design or play in a campaign set on the Sword Coast. That's

what this book is, a broad framework for the unfamiliar.But, of course, WOTC needs to sell the book

to everyone. So they added some crunch. Not a lot, but enough to make buying the book pretty

necessary for experienced players. Does that mean experienced DMs and players will end up

paying for 80 pages and using less than 30? Yep. Know that going in.So what's the crunchy bit?

Mainly a few subraces, like deep gnomes and duergar, and more importantly, some class

archetypes. Mind you, not every class gets new archetypes. Bards and druids, for example, do not.

Some merely get expanded archetypes, like the barbarian which has new animals for its totems

(barbarians also do get a new archetype, the Battlerager). But fighters get Purple Dragon Knight (a

sort of warlord leader type), Rogues get Swashbucklers and a spy/infiltrator archetype. Clerics get

the Arcana domain (for Mystra and Azuth worshippers [or Boccob if you are a grognard]). Sorcerers

get a Storm related archetype. Monks get two new ones. You get the idea.In conclusion, SCAG is

an invaluable resource if you are new to Faerun, In that case, definitely buy it as an introduction to

the region. For those experienced in Faerun and with many previous sourcebooks to draw upon,

you will have to decide if the crunch pages are worth the investment.

This book is not worth its full price, because it is half the size of the other books Wizards outputs for

the same price.A lot of the information is from older books ascociated with the Sword Coast, so it is

a lot of old research reprinted into one resource. Which makes it worth it to me. I don't have to go

search for the six or so books it quoted as sources.I do like it, and the character options and

information is nice. I have my players read the information on their race.



I really enjoy this supplement. It details the Sword Coast very well, and the maps of the region are

very detailed and make great player aids. The included character options are also very interesting -

I've run a Bladesinger Wizard for 9 levels of play so far and am having a blast! It's great fun to play

what seems like a wizard from the backline, and then bring able to rush into melee with my beefy

allies and fight at the front too!
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